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INTRODUCING CAROUSEL USA CAR TURNTABLES-THE ULTIMATE 
DRIVEWAY DEVICE 

 
September, 2009 (Los Angeles) - Carousel USA vehicle turntables provide a high-
tech and safe way to maneuver in narrow and difficult residential driveways.  A 
vehicle turntable can make tight or unsafe garage or driveway access safe —
maybe even fun!  Just a click of the key chain remote rotates your vehicle to the 
precise direction you choose, and you’re on your way.  With more large homes 
being built on increasingly smaller properties today, getting in and out of 
driveways can be a challenge of time and safety.  Carousel USA turntables take 
up minimal space; they allow one to spin cars around and exit a driveway 
without having to trust mirrors, risk blind spots, or enter traffic moving backwards. 
They are a major asset, increasing the value of one’s home.  
  
A Carousel USA turntable is the most cost effective solution for tight parking 
situations, and blind driveways. Built for the long-haul, our company specializes in 
heavy-duty commercial turntables for use in commercial situations where they 
must be relied upon to work flawlessly 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.  Our 
residential vehicle turntables are offered in a multitude of sizes and 
configurations to suit individual needs, but they are typically 14 to 20 feet in 
diameter.  The 20 foot diameter turntable easily accommodates the family 
Suburban or Excursion. Once installed, we are proud of our reputation for 
excellent customer service. By offering a 3-year parts and labor guarantee, we 
stand behind our products.   
  
Born out of need, Carousel USA began after its founder, John Thomson, was 
dissatisfied with the vehicle turntables then available.  His own driveway was 
almost impossible to navigate; extensive research led to an answer: the 
purchase and installation of the obvious solution. But his purchase proved to be 
a short-term success: he was dissatisfied with the price, quality, and relatively 
poor design of his installation.  That's when he set out to build a better solution. 
And thus the birth of Carousel USA.    
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What makes a better design?  From a mechanical standpoint, the Carousel USA 
turntable is superior to the designs of other brands because of its 21st century 
technology. We use what’s known as the “pin-gear” drive system.  It contains no 
friction drive wheels, no chains or belts to wear out or maintain.  It’s a patented 
design, the same used to control our smallest turntables all the way up to the 
largest—including 100 foot diameter (and even larger) revolving restaurant 
installations. And small or large, we can fit them into their surroundings, making 
turntable surfaces that blend in with what’s round them.  The most common 
tabletop finish is diamond tread aluminum, but wood, tile, concrete, and even 
glass are just a few of the of the other finish possibilities available.   
  
In addition to residential installations, Carousel USA specializes in heavy duty 
turntables. Our equipment can be found in commercial buildings rotating large 
trucks, in antenna testing facilities for private industry and the military, in revolving 
restaurants and stages, in the positioning of welding and heavy equipment for 
industry, in auto shows, and even in web photography (QuickTime VR).  But 
Carousel USA also builds a line of residential vehicle turntables using the same 
technology and built to the same exacting standards. And what do our 
installations cost? Residential vehicle turntables start at around $25,000, including 
shipping and installation.  
  
There is virtually no maintenance with Carousel USA vehicle turntables. There are 
no belts or pressure wheels to adjust; bearings are sealed and maintenance free; 
rust-free hot-dipped galvanized finishes are available for locations prone to 
corrosion.  In the unlikely event that repairs become necessary, our services are 
available 24/7 for assistance. For more information, visit our website, 
www.Carousel-USA.com. 
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